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Objective: To examine the effect of multimodal intraoperative neuromonitoring on the

long-term outcome of motor function after microsurgical resection for spinal cord tumors.

Materials and Methods: Consecutive fourteen patients with spinal tumors who were

surgically treated at the University of Fukui Hospital between 2009 and 2020 [M:F= 10:4,

ages ranging from 22 to 83 years (mean ± SD = 58 ± 21 years)] were included in this

study. There were eight intra-axial tumors and six extra-axial tumors. There were four

patients with hypertension, two patients with diabetes mellitus, and four patients with

hyperlipidemia. Three patients were under antithrombotic medication, two were under

steroid medication, four were current smokers, and four were current drinkers. Manual

muscle test (MMT) of the upper and lower extremities of the patients was examined

before surgery, 2 weeks after surgery, and at the final follow-up. The mean follow-up

period was 38± 37months. McCormick scores were examined before surgery and at the

final follow-up. Microsurgical resection of the tumor was underwent through the posterior

approach under transcranial motor-evoked potential (TcMEP) monitoring. The MEP of 46

extremities was recorded during the surgery. Gross total resection was achieved in 13

of 14 surgeries. Spinal cord-evoked potential (Sp-SCEP) monitoring was performed in

eight of 14 patients.

Results: The length of peritumoral edema was significantly longer in patients with

deterioration of McCormick scores than in patients with preservation of McCormick

scores (p = 0.0274). Sp-SCEP could not predict the deterioration. The ratio of MEP

at the beginning of the surgery to that at the end of the surgery was the only significant

negative factor that predicts deterioration of motor function of the extremity at the final
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follow-up (p = 0.0374, odds ratio [OR] 1.02E-05, 95% CI 9.13E+01–7.15E+18). A

receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis revealed that the cutoff value of the ratio

of MEP to predict the deterioration at the final follow-up was 0.23 (specificity 100%,

specificity 88%, positive predictive value 100%, and negative predictive value 88%) to

predict deterioration at the final follow-up.

Conclusions: Ratio MEP was the most significant negative factor to predict the

deterioration of motor weakness at spinal tumor surgery. The setting of the cutoff value

should be more strict as compared to the brain surgery and might be different depending

on the institutions.

Keywords: spinal tumor, motor-evoked potential, motor function, extremity, long-term outcome,McCormick score

INTRODUCTION

Surgery of spinal tumors, especially the intramedullary spinal
cord tumor (IMSCT), has potential risk of sensory-motor
dysfunction after surgery. Although Elsberg reported the first
case of total resection of IMSCT in 1916 (1), most cases were
still treated by radiation therapy after biopsy because of the high
morbidity and mortality rates (2). Technical innovation, such as
microscope and bipolar coagulator, has reduced the morbidity
and mortality of total resection of SCT (3). Intraoperative
neuromonitoring (IONM) by sensory-evoked potential (SEP)
was first indicated in scoliosis surgery, which also had the risk of
postoperative motor dysfunction (4). SEP could detect relatively
severe injury, such as transverse spinal cord injury, but could not
detect partial injury, such as anterior spinal artery syndrome (5)
or motor dysfunction after surgery, for intramedullary tumor (6).

Intraoperative neuromonitoring with motor-evoked potential
(MEP) by transcranial stimulation (TcMEP) in spinal surgery was
first indicated in surgery of cervical spine (7, 8) and surgery of
spinal cord injury (9). Afterward, MEP was applied to spinal
tumor surgery (10, 11). Surgery of IMSCT under MEP was
significantly related to the good outcomes of adult patients
(10) and disappearance of MEP was significantly related to
the deterioration of motor function immediately after surgery
and at the final follow-up (11). MEP also could significantly
increase the gross total resection rate (12). In surgery for 500
IMSCTs, complete resection could be achieved in 77.2% of
defined endophytic tumors and 41.7% of diffuse tumors by
the implementation of IONM with MEP (13). Preoperative
motor dysfunction and intraoperative worsening of MEP were
significantly related to the surgical outcomes (14).

The sensitivity and specificity of MEP in spinal surgery were
83 and 86%, respectively, while those of brain surgery were 100
and 62% (15, 16). Analysis of the motor function of 150 muscles
in surgery of 250 IMSCTs under TcMEP provided a 5.9% of the
false-positive rate, 7% of false-negative rate, and 27% of record
failure rate, while TcMEP was successfully recorded in 96% of

Abbreviations: IONM, Intraoperative neuromonitoring; IMSCT, Intramedullary

spinal cord tumor; EMSCT, Extramedullary spinal cord tumor; MEP, Motor-

evoked potential; SEP, Sensory-evoked potential; mIONM, Multimodal

intraoperative monitoring; SCEP, Spinal cord evoked potential; TcMEP,

Motor-evoked potential by transcranial stimulation.

216 aneurysm surgeries (17). TcMEP seemed more unstable or
less available in spinal surgery than in brain surgery.

D-wave, directly recorded MEP from the epidural electrode
after transcranial stimulation, had also developed and used in
combined with TcMEP. A recent report showed that TcMEP had
the highest sensitivity and D-wave had the highest specificity
among TcMEP, SEP, and D-wave 19 months after surgery of 28
IMSCTs (18).

Although MEP or D-wave was proved to be the most
significant predictive factor of postoperative motor dysfunction
(18), the cutoff value for the prediction of postoperative motor
dysfunction remains unclear. Fifty percent reduction of MEP has
been used as the warning value in aneurysm surgery (10, 15), the
value seemed not enough for accurate prediction in surgery for
a spinal tumor. Some investigators reported more strict cutoff
values, such as 70 or 80%, that might be necessary to have MEP
monitoring reliable in spinal surgery (12, 16, 17). In this study,
we examined the effect of multimodal mIONM with TcMEP
and spinal cord-evoked potential (Sp-SCEP) on the long-term
outcomes of motor function after microsurgical resection for
spinal cord tumors (SCTs) with logistic regression analysis of the
factors that affect surgical outcomes and with receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) analysis of the cutoff value of MEP for the
prediction of postoperative motor dysfunction.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients
Consecutive fourteen patients with spinal who were surgically
treated at the University of Fukui Hospital between 2009 and
2020 were enrolled in this retrospective study. There were ten
men and four women, with ages ranging from 22 to 83 years
(mean= 58± 21 years). There were eight intra-axial tumors and
six extra-axial tumors. The mean length of the lesion and mean
length that of peritumoral edema were 2.5± 1.2 vertebral bodies
and 1.6 ± 1.8 vertebral bodies, respectively. As for underlying
diseases, there were four patients with hypertension, two patients
with diabetes mellitus, and four patients with hyperlipidemia.
Three patients were under antithrombotic medication, two were
under steroid medication, four were current smokers, and four
were current drinkers. Manual muscle test (MMT) of the upper
and lower extremities of the patients was examined before
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TABLE 1 | Summary of clinical data for the 14 patients receiving spinal tumor surgery.

Case Age Sex Lesion Site Intraaxial

or

extraaxial

Length

of lesion

(vertebra)

Length

of

edema

(vertebra)

Preopeartive

McCormick

scores

Tc-MEP Worst

ratio of

MEP

Sp-

SCEP

Ratio

of Sp-

SCEP

Gross

total

removal

Follw

up

period

(months)

Postopeartive

McCormick

scores

1 68 M Ependymoma C4-6 Intraaxial 2 5 3 + 0.45 − + 1 4

2 36 M Tumor with

neurenteric cyst

C2 Intraaxial 3 1 3 + 0.08 + 0.33 − 68 3

3 36 M Hemangioblastoma T5-7 Extraaxial 4 4 1 + 0.59 + 1.0 + 17 1

4 79 F Meningioma T3-5 Extraaxial 1 0 3 + 0.6 − + 18 1

5 45 M Schwannnoma C2 Extraaxial 1 0 2 + 1.0 − + 30 1

6 62 F Meningioma T10 Extraaxial 1 0 1 + 0.3 + 0.8 + 50 1

7 75 M Meningioma T3-5 Extradural 2 0 4 + 1.29 + 0.6 + 3 4

8 31 M Ependymoma Th10-11 Intraaxial 2 1 2 + 0 + 1.0 + 72 3

9 72 M Myxopapillary

ependymoma

cauda

equina

Intraaxial 1 1 2 + 0.09 − + 59 3

10 28 F Ependymoma C4-T6 Intraaxial 13 2 4 + 0.23 + 1.0 + 1 4

11 65 M Meningioma C7-T1 Extraaxial 1 4 1 + 0.91 + 1.0 + 99 3

13 22 M Schwannoma C3 Extraaxial 1 0 1 + 0.56 − + 2 1

12 83 M Schwannoma T5-7 Extraaxial 1 1 1 + 0 + 0.6 + 106 1

14 77 M Ependymoma L1 Intraaxial 1 4 2 + 0.77 − + 1 3
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surgery, 2 weeks after surgery, and at the final follow-up.
McCormick scores of the patients were examined before surgery
and at final follow-up. IONM with MEP underwent in all cases
and the ratio of the amplitude of MEP at the end of surgery to
that at the beginning of surgery in each extremity was calculated
as Ratio MEP. Among them, the most decreased ratio in each
patient was described as the worst ratio of MEP. IONM with Sp-
SCEP was carried out in 8 patients. The ratio of amplitude at the
end of surgery to that at the beginning of surgery was described
as the ratio of Sp-SCEP. Gross total resection was achieved in
13 patients. Follow-up period was ranged from 1 to 106 months
(mean± SD= 38± 37 months; Table 1).

Surgical Resection
All patients received microsurgical resection of the tumor
through a posterior approach under tcMEP monitoring.
Corkscrew-shaped stimulatory electrodes of tcMEP (Unique
Medical, Tokyo, Japan) were placed at the points of 1 cm
posterior, 5 cm lateral to Cz. Train of five electrical stimulation
with 120mA, 500Hz, 0.2ms was performed. Electromyography
of the thenar muscle of upper extremities and abductor
pollicis muscle of lower extremities was recorded. The ratio
of the amplitude of electromyography of each muscle at
the end of the surgery to that at the beginning of the
surgery was defined as the change of MEP. Total MEPs of
46 extremities were recorded during the surgery. The ratio
of MEP at the beginning of the surgery to that at the
end of the surgery was defined as Ratio MEP. Gross total
resection was achieved in 13 of 14 surgeries. For Sp-SCEP, a
bipolar catheter electrode was inserted into the epidural space
at the rostral and the caudal side of laminectomy. Direct
medullary electrical stimulations (duration: 0.1ms, frequency
5Hz, intensity: 1.5mA) were performed by the bipolar electrode
at the caudal side. SEP was detected by the electrode at the
rostral side (high pass filter: 3,000Hz, low pass filter: 10Hz, 100
averaging; Table 1).

Statistical Analysis
Univariate analysis was performed with Pearson’s chi-squared
test or Fisher’s exact test for categorical variables or with
the Mann-Whitney U-test for numeric variables. Forward and
backward stepwise logistic regression analyses with the Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC) to determine the associations of
potential confounders for deterioration of motor weakness at
MMT at the final follow-up with the Ratio MEP, presence
of preoperative motor weakness, age and sex of the patient,
length of the lesion, length of peritumoral edema, history
of hypertension, diabetes mellitus, hyperlipidemia, presence
of antithrombotic medication, steroid medication, smoking,
and drinking. ROC analysis was performed to analyze the
relationship between Ratio MEP and the deterioration of
MMT of 46 extremities 2 weeks after surgery and at
final follow-up.

All statistical analyses were performed using JMP 15.2.0
(SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA) and R (R Foundation for
Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria), with an error probability
of <0.05.

TABLE 2 | Univariate analysis of factors associated with the deterioration of

McCormick score at the final follow-up.

Postoperative

deterioration

of

McCormick

score

Postoperative

preservation

or

improvement

of

McCormick

score

p value

Number of patients 4 (28.6%) 10 (71.4%)

Age (years old) 60.3 ± 20.2 56.5 ± 7.0 0.7773

Female 0 (0%) 4 (40%) 0.2507

Intraaxial tumor 3 (75%) 5 (50%) 0.5804

Length of lesion 0.82 ± 0.41 1.25 ± 0.40 0.2896

Length of edema 1.73 ± 0.87 1.29 ± 0.41 0.0274*

Gloss total resection 4 (100%) 8 (80%) 1.0000

Hypertension 0 (0%) 4 (0%) 0.2507

Diabetes mellitus 1 (25%) 1 (10%) 0.5055

Hyperlipidemia 0 (0%) 4 (40%) 0.2507

Antithrombic medication 1 (25%) 2 (20%) 1.0000

Steroid medication 0 (0%) 2 (20%) 1.0000

Smoking 1 (25%) 3 (30%) 1.0000

Drinking 2 (20%) 2 (20%) 0.5205

*Means “the difference is statistically significant”.

RESULTS

Univariate Analysis of Factors Affecting the
Deterioration of McCormick Scores at the
Final Follow-Up
Postoperative deterioration of McCormick scores was
observed in 5 patients (Table 1). There were 7 patients
with a worst MEP ratio of less than 0.5 and 5 patients
with worst MEP ratio of less than 0.3. However, the MEP
ratio was not related to the postoperative deterioration of
McCormick score. There was no difference in the age, sex,
the number of patients with intra-axial tumor, gloss total
resection, length of the lesion, the number of patients with
hypertension, diabetes mellitus, antithrombotic medication,
steroid medication, current smoking, and drinking between
the patients with deterioration of McCormick scores and the
patients with preservation of McCormick scores. Only the
length of peritumoral edema was significantly longer in the
patients with deterioration of McCormick scores than in the
patients with preservation of McCormick scores (p = 0.0274;
Table 2).

Of the 8 patients with surgery under Sp-SCEP monitoring,
the ratio of Sp-SCEP was 0.33 in one patient, 0.6 in two
patients, and 0.8 in one patient. However, there was no one
with deterioration of McCormick scores in those patients.
Among the remaining 4 patients without the reduction of Sp-
SCEP, there were two (50%) patients with deterioration of
McCormick scores.
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Logistic Regression Analysis of Factors
Affecting the Deterioration of MMT of 46
Extremities at the Final Follow-Up
Forward and backward stepwise logistic regression analyses
with AIC using 13 variates revealed that the prediction model
that consisted of six factors of drinking, hyperlipidemia,
hypertension, presence of preoperative motor weakness, Ratio
MEP, and smoking gave the minimal AIC scores (21.4). Among
those factors, Ratio MEP was the only significant negative
factor that predicted deterioration of motor weakness at the
final follow-up (p = 0.0374, odds ratio [OR] 1.02E-05, 95% CI
9.13E+01–7.15E+18; Table 3).

ROC Analysis Between the Change of MEP
and the Deterioration of MMT of 46
Extremities 2 Weeks After Surgery and
Final Follow-Up
Receiver operating characteristic analysis revealed that Ratio
MEP was significantly related to the deterioration of the motor
function of extremities 2 weeks after surgery (p = 0.0173,
Figure 1A). The cutoff value of the Ratio MEP to predict
motor function of extremities 2 weeks after surgery was 0.17
(specificity 55%, specificity 99.7%, positive predictive value 60%,
and negative predictive value 97%). ROC analysis also revealed
that Ratio MEP was significantly related to the deterioration of
the motor function at the final follow-up (p= 0.0001, Figure 1B).
The cutoff value of Ratio MEP to predict the motor function
of extremities at the final follow-up was 0.23 (sensitivity 100%,
specificity 88%, positive predictive value 100%, and negative
predictive value 88%).

Representative Cases
Case 1

A 68-year-old man with ependymoma had been suffering
from progressive paresthesia, fine movement disorder, reduction
of grasping power of bilateral upper extremities, and gait
disturbance for 2 months. Preoperative gadolinium (Gd)-
enhanced T1-weighed image (T1WI) of magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) (Figures 2A,C) demonstrated intra-axial tumor
of the cervical spine between C4 and C6. Preoperative T2-
weighted image (T2WI) of MRI illustrated edema around the
tumor ranging from C2 level and C6 level (Figure 2B). Gross
total resection of the tumor was achieved through midline
myelotomy by posterior approach (Figure 2D). The change in
the amplitude of MEP of both upper and lower extremities (UE:
upper extremity, LE: lower extremity) had ranged from 91 to
108% (Figure 2E). Postoperative Gd-enhanced T1WI of MRI
(Figures 2F,G) showed gross total resection of the tumor.

Case 2

A 36-year-old man with a tumor with a neurenteric cyst had been
suffering from right occipital pain for 6 months. Preoperative
T1WI of magnetic MRI (Figures 3A–C) demonstrated an
intra-axial tumor of the cervical spine at C2 without edema
around the tumor. Gross total resection of the tumor was
achieved by a posterior approach (Figure 3D). However, during

dissection of the tumor, the amplitude of MEP of the right
upper and right lower extremities suddenly reached down
to 0 and 30% as compared to the initial value, respectively
(Figure 4A). Postoperative T1WI of MRI (Figure 4B) showed
gross total resection of tumor. Postoperative diffusion-weighted
image (DWI) of MRI (Figure 4C) indicated the occurrence
of acute ischemic stroke of the right cervical spinal cord.
Postoperative fluid-attenuated inversion recovery image (FLAIR)
of MRI (Figure 4D) also showed the occurrence of stroke. The
patient exhibited right hemiparesis, right hypesthesia of deep
sensation, left hypesthesia of superficial sensation, increased deep
tendon reflex, and right ankle clonus (Brown-Sequard syndrome)
after surgery.

DISCUSSION

Since IONM with TcMEP was more unstable or less available
in spinal surgery than in brain surgery, multimodal IONM
(mIONM) was introduced. mIONM with TcMEP and SEP
was first applied to spinal surgery (19–21). The sensitivity
and specificity of the mIONM in surgery for spinal deformity
or EMSCT or EDSCT were relatively high (20) and were
significantly related to the good McCormick scores at the final
follow-up in surgery of IMSCT (22). However, the sensitivity
and specificity regarding the deterioration of McCormick scores
were 73 and 78%, which were still low (23). In surgery for 127
cauda equina tumors, the sensitivity of root injury by triggered
electromyogram (tEMG)monitoring was also 37.5%. IONMwith
tEMG, TcMEP, and SEP might improve the accuracy of the
prediction (24).

Sensory-evoked potential induced by direct spinal cord
stimulation (Sp-SCEP) had developed as an alternative option of
SEP. Sp-SCEP was safe, stable, and reliable monitoring and was
easily combined with TcMEP (25–27). D-wave was the potential
directly recorded from the spinal cord by the epidural electrode
induced by transcranial stimulation and had also developed as a
more stable option for TcMEP. In surgery of 57 IMSCTs, mIONM
with TcMEP, SEP, and D-wave was the significant predictive
factor of postoperative motor dysfunction (area under the curve
(AUC) 0.98) and D-wave was more significant than Tc-MEP or
SEP (28).

While MEP or D-wave was proved to be the most significant
predictive factor of postoperative motor dysfunction, mIONM
with TcMEP and Sp-SCEP was performed in our series instead
of D-wave. D-wave could only evaluate the motor function
and could not indicate the worsening side. While Sp-SCEP was
stable in our series, it was not helpful to predict postoperative
motor dysfunction.

In this study, deterioration of McCormick score at the final
follow-up was significantly related to the length of peritumoral
edema regardless of neither underlying disease, such as diabetes
mellitus, nor the size or location of the tumors. Rajshekhar
et al. conducted the prospective study and reported that
preoperative neurological severity (Nurick grade), preoperative
motor function, possible MEP monitoring were the most
significant predictive factors for a favorable outcome at discharge
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TABLE 3 | Results of logistic regression analyses regarding the preservation of motor function at the final follow-up and the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) values.

Variable Estimate P value OR 95%CI

Drinking −16.39 0.0639 7.613821E-08 2.008602E-21 4.453208E-02

Hyperlipidemia −19.15 0.1267 4.85E-09 5.37E-22 7.00E-03

Hypertension 2.08 0.3306 8.032087E+00 1.11E-01 1.18E+03

Preoperative motor weakness at MMT −11.62 0.062 8.97E-06 3.38E-13 4.20E-02

Change of MEP −11.49 0.0374* 1.02E-05 9.210130E-12 2.94E-02

Smoking 17.33 0.0618 3.36E+07 9.127656E+01 7.15E+18

AIC=24.7

*Means “the difference is statistically significant”.

FIGURE 1 | (A) ROC curve between the Ratio motor-evoked potential (MEP) and the deterioration of the motor function of 46 extremities 2 weeks after surgery, (B)

ROC curve between Ratio MEP and the deterioration of the motor function of 46 extremities at the final follow-up. ROC, receiver operating characteristic.

(29). We could not show that Ratio MEP was significantly related
to a favorable postoperative McCormick score probably because
the number of patients in this study was quite small and we used
McCormick score instead of Nurick grade. Some reported MEP
monitoring could significantly improveMcCormick’s scores (21),
others showed that MEP could increase the gross total resection
rate but not affect postoperative McCormick score (12). It is
still controversial whether MEP monitoring can significantly
affect McCormick score at the final follow-up after spinal
tumor surgery.

Park et al. examined the change of MEP on the deterioration
of the motor function of 86 muscles in surgery of spinal
ependymoma. When they used the cutoff ratio of 0.5, 97.4% of
the muscles exhibiting postoperative weakness were recovered
during the follow-up. They recommended all or none method

of the cutoff value of zero in the evaluation of MEP (30). We
performed a statistical analysis of the motor function of 46
muscles, Ratio MEP was the only significant negative factor
predicting the deterioration at the final follow-up. In addition,
ROC analysis revealed that Ratio MEP was significantly related
to the deterioration at the final follow-up with the cutoff value
of 0.23. By using this cutoff value, sensitivity, specificity, positive
predictive value, and negative predictive value were 100, 88, 100,
and 88%, respectively, which were quite high.

Muramoto et al. performed the same ROC analysis of 280
muscles in 37 patients who received surgery of intramedullary
spinal tumor. This is the only study with a detailed ROC analysis
to determine the cutoff value of MEP. Motor function of 51
muscles in 13 patients had deteriorated. Their estimated cutoff
value of Ratio MEP was 0.12. Sensitivity, specificity, positive
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FIGURE 2 | (A) Sagittal image of preoperative Gd-enhanced T1WI of MRI, (B) the axial image of preoperative T2WI of MRI, (C) the axial image of preoperative

Gd-enhanced T1WI of MRI, (D) intraoperative photograph of tumor resection through midline myelotomy by posterior approach, (E) Ratio motor-evoked potential

(MEP) of both UE and LE ranged from 91 to 108%, (F) Sagittal image of postoperative Gd-enhanced T1WI of MRI, (G) the axial image of postoperative Gd-enhanced

T1WI of MRI. Gd, gadolinium; TIWI, T1-weighted image; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; T2WI, T2-weighted image; UE, upper extremity; LE, lower extremity.
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FIGURE 3 | (A) Sagittal image of preoperative T1WI of MRI, (B) the coronal image of preoperative T1WI of MRI, (C) the axial image of preoperative Gd-enhanced

T1WI of MRI, (D) intraoperative photograph of tumor resection by posterior approach. TIWI, T1-weighted image; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; T2WI,

T2-weighted image, Gd, gadolinium.

predictive value, and negative predictive value were 86, 74, 88,
and 78%, which seemed lower than our study (31). While we
used only one muscle at each extremity for MEP monitoring,
they examinedmultiple muscles in each extremity. The difference
in the results between the two studies might be caused by the
difference in the way of MEP monitoring and of the number
of muscles at one extremity. The cutoff value might be different
depending on the institutions.

Milicevic examined the effect of IONM on the extent of
tumor resection of 39 IMSCTs. Gross total resection was achieved
in 89.7% but was not influenced by IONM (32). Cofano also
reported that gross total resection was achieved in 84.3% of 249

IMSCTs and the use of IONM significantly affected the clinical
condition at follow-up but not at discharge. However, the extent
of resection was not associated with the use of IONM (33). van
der Wal examined the effect of IONM for surgery of 78 EMSCTs.
Total resection was achieved in 70.5% and mIONM with TcMEP
and SEP yielded high to perfect sensitivity and high specificity
for prediction of the deterioration of McCormick scores. van der
Wal also mentioned that monitoring did not always determine
the extent of resection because of surgeons’ overruling of IONM.
When the signal of IONM decreases, the surgeon temporarily
stops resecting but usually proceeds resection with more caution
or changes the dissecting plane (23). The resection strategy
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FIGURE 4 | (A) Ratio motor-evoked potential (MEP) of right UE and right LE suddenly reached down to 0 and 30% compared to the initial value, (B) the sagittal image

of postoperative T1WI of MRI, (C) the axial image of postoperative DWI of MRI, (D) the axial image of postoperative FLAIR of MRI. UE, upper extremity; LE, lower

extremity; TIWI, T1-weighted image; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; T2WI, T2-weighted image; DWI, diffusion-weighted imaging; FLAIR, fluid-attenuated inversion

recovery.

also depends on the nature of the tumor (23). In surgery for
500 IMSCTs, complete resection could be achieved in 77.2%
of defined tumors and 41.7% of diffuse tumors even by the
implementation of IONM with MEP (13).

In this study, we achieved gross total resection in 13 of 14
patients. In Case 2, MEP of the right upper and right lower
extremities almost disappeared just after the dural incision. The
tumor was tightly adhered to the spinal cord. In spite that Ratio
MEP of this patient reached less than 0.23, we continued tumor
resection to achieve subtotal resection. MEP did not recover until
the end of the surgery. The patient showed left hemiparesis and
hemihypesthesia but recovered to be able to walk and returned
to work. However, the ratio of Sp-SCEP was also reduced to

0.33 in this case. If both of mIONM waned about postoperative
deterioration, we might stop resection, especially in surgery of
diffuse, malignant tumor, or tumor with severe adhesion.

CONCLUSIONS

Ratio MEP was the most significant negative factor that predicts
deterioration of motor weakness at spinal tumor surgery. The
setting of the cutoff value should be more strict as compared
to the brain surgery and might be different depending on the
institutions. If both of mIONMs waned about postoperative
deterioration, we might stop resection, especially in surgery of
diffuse, malignant tumor, or tumor with severe adhesion.
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